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ABSTRACT 

A class of estimators is presented, which is designed to reduce the 

impact of large observations in highly-skewed data such as those from 

business surveys. The class is defined for arbitrary inclusion probabi

lities. One estimator in this class is shown to have particularly good 

properties. This estimator and two others are compared and an example 

from a Swedish financial enterprise survey is presented where the pro

posed technique has been successfully applied. 
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1. Introduction 

Populations with highly-skewed variables are common in survey practice. 

Well-known examples are production, sales, investment and employment in 

enterprises or incomes and fortunes of individuals. Surveys of these 

types of populations and particularly estimates for small domains in 

them give rise to special difficulties, one of which is treated in this 

paper, namely the problem of large, true observations with small inclu

sion probabilities which, according to the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, 

are to be inflated with the inverse of this probability. 

Of course, at the design stage you theoretically should have chosen 

your inclusion probabilities approximately proportional to the variable 

values of the survey units, perhaps with a take-all stratum for the 

very large ones. But in practice, due to insufficient beforehand know

ledge and the rapid changes of the units, you often end up with some 

observations far away from the bulk. 

Sometimes this problem is addressed as an outlier problem. Strictly 

speaking this is not a proper label since the large observation is 

correct and comes from the same distribution (population) as the rest 

of the observations. It is also a fact that the vast literature dealing 

with outliers in statistical data does not address the estimation prob

lem in finite populations. 

Instead there are some scattered papers with direct relevance to our 

problem. 

Searls (1963) in his Ph.D. thesis compares several estimators of the 

population mean, some of which are based on changing the weight or 

value of those observations, which are larger than a predetermined 

value t. The other estimators in the comparison use Winsorizing or 

trimming techniques. Searls (1966) is an accessible short version of 

his thesis. 

Fuller (1970) studied one-sided Winsorized means for skewed popula

tions, Winsorization being applied to the largest observations only, 

assuming that the right tail of the distribution is well approximated 

by the tail of a Weibull distribution. 
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Jenkins, Ringer and Hartley (1973) studied root estimators, that use 

root transformations of different degrees (mainly square roots) of the 

original observations. They showed that the square root estimator can 

provide substantial gains in efficiency over the sample mean when samp

ling from highly skewed populations. 

Ernst (1980) continues Searls work and proves under certain conditions 

(including a continuous population distribution) that the estimator 

which substitutes t for all sample observations larger than t has mini

mum mean square error among several classes of estimators of the mean. 

Hidiroglou and Srinath (1981) explicitly studied simple random sampling 

without replacement from finite populations and analyzed four 

estimators in which the weights of the large units were changed 

(decreased). They compared the estimators unconditionally as well as 

conditionally on the number of large units in the sample. 

Moyer and Geissler (1984) use a different technique for identifying the 

large observations based on the ordered sample and an estimation 

procedure called semi-Winsorization. They also present a useful bias 

adjustment procedure designed to reconcile domain estimates with global 

estimates. 

In this paper a class of estimators is presented which technically work 

by changing the value instead of the weight of the large observations. 

Within this class three estimators are compared. One estimator is 

equivalent to changing the weights of the large units to one. Another 

estimator corresponds to Searls-Ernst estimator which substitutes t for 

all sample observations larger than t. The third estimator is in a 

sense a combination of the two others since it gives a weight of one to 

that part of the value which is larger than t but the unadjusted weight 

to the value t itself. This estimator in a sense tries to catch the 

"limit of representativity" by inflating the observed value only up to 

this limit. 
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In section 2 the estimators are presented and some (very simple) theory 

is given concerning their error structure. In section 3 numerical 

examples are given based on simple random samples from an approximately 

lognormal finite population. In section 4 an example from a Swedish 

financial enterprise survey with stratified random sampling is given, 

where the practical usefulness and applicability of the proposed 

technique is also demonstrated. In section 5 there is some concluding 

discussion of the problem. 

2. The estimators 

N 
We want to estimate a population total Y= I y, . The class, in which 

the estimators of this paper falls, is as follows: 

y, is the variable value and it, the inclusion probability of unit k. E 

stands for summation over the sample. For the estimators studied in 

this paper f(y )<y and g(y. )=y, since we deal with positively skewed 

populations. (For negatively skewed populations we would choose 

f(yk)=yk and g(yk)<yk.) 

Taking expectations and variances of Z we get 

The results are obvious regarding z as just any kind of variable in 
k ~ — 

the survey. As unbiased estimates of V(Z) and Bias (Z) we, by the same 

reasoning, obtain: 

and we may estimate the mean square error of Z as 

The three estimators that we consider in this paper have the following 

form: 
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In the sequel these three estimators will be compared, using the mean 

square error criterion, to the traditional unbiased HT-estimator 

In Diagram 1 a geometrical interpretation of the three estimators is 

given with the observed value at the x-axis and the inflated value at 

the y-axis. We observe that a bad property of Z^ is its being 

discontinuous at T, which means that in a certain region an increase of 

the observed value leads to a smaller estimate. Z2 has another bad 

property. For sufficiently large observed values its "inflated" value 

becomes smaller than the observed value which is absurd. The estimator 

Z3 lacks these negative aspects in that it is continuous at T and 

always increasing. 

3. A study of lognormal populations 

In order to study the properties of these estimators more concretely 

populations based on fixed percentiles of the lognormal distribution 

were created. Four populations of size 1000 with different degrees of 

skewness were made up by choosing different values of a in its density 

function 

For eight different sample sizes (simple random sampling without 

replacement was used) and nine to thirteen expansion limits the mean 

square errors of Z1 , Z„and Z„ were calculated relative to the variance 

of Z_ . The programming language was SIMULA and the IMSL procedure 

MDNRIS was used. The results are in table 1 and 2. 
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We can see from table la-d chat there is typically a uaique optimum 

value of t (=7i, T=nT/N in this case) for which the MSE is smallest for a 

given population, estimator and sample size. In the table we can obser

ve the approximate optimum point and optimum value (marked with * ) . In 

table 2 only the optima are tabulated showing the maximum gain in effi

ciency that could be obtained in different situations. 

We see that the smaller the sample and the skewer the population the 

more there is to gain by introducing an expansion limit. But in every 

case something could be gained. The optimum is quite flat which is 

nice since it is difficult to hit at it exactly. Missing it by a factor 

of 2 or 3 often does not make much difference. Of course, a grossly 

improper choice of expansion limit could lead to a larger error than no 

limit at all. This risk is greater for large samples and non-skewed 

populations. 

Comparing the three estimators we see that Z.. performs least well: 

there is less to be gained in the optima and more to be lost if the 

expansion limit is poorly chosen. The performance of Z„ and Z„ is about 

even with a small preference for Z» , especially for large sample sizes, 

due to its greater robustness against non-optimal choices of the expan

sion limit. On the other hand the optimum MSE for Z- is usually slight

ly smaller than that of Z. . 

Optimally a larger share of the units should be above the expansion 

limit for small samples and for more skewed populations. For these 

populations at most some 10% of the population units should be conside

red large but for large samples less than 1%. 

4. An example - exports and imports of services 

In this section we give an example, where the estimators presented 

above are used. This is the Swedish Survey on Exports and Imports of 

Services. 

This survey is carried out annually and its objective is to estimate 

the total amount of exports as well as imports of services by enterpri

ses in Sweden. Stratified random sampling with about 15 strata is used 

with inclusion probabilities ranging from about 0.01 to 1 (take-all-

strata). 
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Data from five consecutive years - 1980-84 - were used and the bias, 

variance and MSE of the three estimators were estimated for nine diffe

rent expansion limits. The take-all strata were excluded from the cal

culations. The results are presented in tables 3 and 4. We see that the 

results for single years are widely apart. The MSE-estimation procedure 

is not very robust. But, since the population distributions are believ

ed to be quite similar from year to year, we may make the assumption 

that all the five samples (which are of about the same size) come from 

a common population and estimate the variance and bias of the estimator 

by the mean of the five yearly estimates. The MSE is then estimated by 

the mean of the variance estimates plus the square of the mean of the 

bias estimates. 

These kinds of estimates provide a basis for a choice of estimator and 

expansion limit in successive surveys, where, as often is the case, the 

population distribution, the sample size and the allocation of the 

sample are relatively stable. Of course, there must be a continuous 

follow-up in order to check that the structure of the population does 

not change significantly. 

In this case we notice that the conclusions from the study of the log-

normal population seem to hold here too. Zi is less robust to non-opti-

mal expansion limits and Z3 seems to be a little more robust than Z2. 

In the optimum there is not much different, however. Significant imp

rovements in the MSE could be made by introducing an expansion limit 

also when the optimum point is missed by a factor of two or three. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

We have presented three estimators which are easy to implement and 

could reduce the mean square error by a significant amount when large 

n-expanded observations are present in the population. The studies of 

lognormal populations and a real survey suggest that Z3 is the estima

tor to be preferred due to its greater robustness to the choice of 

expansion limit. It also has an attractive property in that it is 

strictly increasing when the observed values are increasing. Z^ and Z2 

both lack this desirable property. Z1 , which is the estimator that 

reduces the weights of the large observations to one, is clearly 

inferior to the others. 

It should further be noticed that it is very simple to estimate the MSE 

by adding the variance estimate of section 2 to a squared bias esti

mate. Since a single year bias estimate is very sensitive to large 

observations it is usually better to estimate the bias as a mean of 

those in several consecutive surveys. 
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DIAGRAM 1: A GEOMETRICAL INTER-

PRETATION OF THE 

ESTIMATORS. 



Table 1: Lognormal populations. Relative RMSE {/MSE(Z )//V(Z0)} of the examined 

estimators for different sample sizes and expansion limits. 

Table la: G=4.505,y =26.9 
MAX 



Table l b : G=9.205, yM -139 
MAX 



l c : G=14.697, 7 ^ = 7 2 1 



Table 1d: G=23.077, y =19.365 
MAX 



Table 2: Approximate efficiency gain (relative RMSE) in optimum 

points for lognormal populations. 



Table 3: 
Survey on Exports and Imports of Services, 1980-1984 
RMSE (mkr = millions of Sw kr) 



Table 4: 
Survey on Exports and Imports of Services 
RMSE (mkr = millions of Sw kr) 
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